ABSIST LLC
Automated Brain Spine Iterative Scan Technologies

Our multi-patented technologies now include the real-time intelligent whole-body ImagiScan® - fast, accurate and personalized. If for example, a brain lesion suspicious for metastatic cancer is auto-detected, the entire body will be iteratively screened for additional metastases and identification of the primary; all in the same imaging session, obviating multiple call-backs. If alternatively, real-time DWI analysis suggests acute infarct(s); targeted MRA, ASL, or cardiac imaging will be auto-prescribed based on involved vascular territory and IV TPA administered as indicated.
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ABSIST LLC
Ab’sist': v. to stand apart

Automated Brain Spine Iterative Scan Technologies

US Utility Patents
US 8,014,575 B2: 9/06/11
US 8,457,377 B2: 6/14/13
US 8,805,042 B2: 8/12/14
US 9,196,035 B2: 11/24/15
US 9,754,369 B2: 9/05/17

Notice of Allowance
15/694,940 10/10/18
Rapid auto-screen: head to toe

- Iterative analysis & prescriptions hone in on abnormalities
- Accurate detection & labeling of all vertebrae & discs despite anatomic variation or pathology
- Reduce scan time from hours to minutes!

HCK© Now on EnvoyAI

CT: Hybrid Convolution Kernel* v2.0

- Optimizes spatial resolution vs. noise across all tissues
- Reduces number of images to be stored, transmitted, & reviewed
- Optimizes iterative reconstruction
- Serves all CT & PET CT scanners

*US Patent No. 8,805,042 B2